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- **History:** 2012, the Year of the MOOC
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### MOOC datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database dumps</td>
<td>Quiz submits &amp; grades, forum posts &amp; comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickstreams</td>
<td>Time-stamped video, quiz, wiki, forum clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other data</td>
<td>Survey, quiz responses and personal information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey data</td>
<td>Description (participated / total learners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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- And more ...
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Definition:

\[
CCDF(x) = 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{x-1} p(j) = \sum_{j=x}^{\infty} p(j)
\]

The derivative:

\[
- \frac{d(CCDF(x))}{dx} = p(x)
\]
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Evidence of a bimodal distribution in human communications [Wu’10]

- Interval distribution of Short Messages (SMs)
- Light-tail: short response time
- Heavy-tail: long response time
- Bimodal distribution shown in log-log scale
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- Many students on two extremes
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- Let’s use CCDFs!
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- $20 = 4$ quizzes full marks
- $> 40 = \text{pass}$
- $> 90 = \text{distinction}$

What makes the CCDFs different?
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Spring/Fall’13 semesters

- Age distribution
- Motivation distribution
- Occupation distribution
- Gender distribution
- Region distribution
- Education background distribution
Learners by age
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- $\Delta$(student learners) $> 0$
- $\Delta$(European learners) $< 0$
- $\Delta$(female learners) $> 0$
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- Age below vs. above 30
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- Female vs. male
- European vs. others
CCDFs by age

Older learners achieved better performance ...
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Non-student learners achieved better performance ...
CCDFs by gender

No gender gap ...
CCDFs by region

European learners achieved better performance ...
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Some results

- $CCDF_{\text{non-student learners}} > CCDF_{\text{student learners}}$
- $CCDF_{\text{European learners}} > CCDF_{\text{Other region learners}}$
- $CCDF_{\text{female learners}} \sim CCDF_{\text{male learners}}$
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\[ \Delta(\text{European learners}) < 0 \Rightarrow \Delta CCDF < 0 \]
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- A tool to visualize learner performance
- A step towards learner performance modeling
- By learner subpopulations
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Grades distribution

- Bimodal
- Non-student, aged, professional learners perform better
- EU learners perform better

Reaching out

- Should attract more student learners
- Should attract more Non-EU learners
Thank you, questions please.

tao.lee@epfl.ch